CLEE Listing for Institutional Providers by South Carolina Criminal Justice Academy
LP# LP COURSE NAME SOURCE HOURS APPROVED
3800 2010 Gatlinburg Law Enforcement Conference #012 - LECC/US Attorney's Office 18 5/24/10
3852 2010 LECC Narcotics Commanders School #012 - LECC/US Attorney's Office 34.5 08/11/10
4132 20th LECC Narcotics Commanders School #012 - LECC/US Attorney's Office 37.75 7/27/11
3840 Anti-Terrorism Training for SC Law Enforcement - Suicide Terrorism & Soft Targets #012 - LECC/US Attorney's Office 7.25 07/06/10
3858 BJA Criminal Intelligence Sharing #012 - LECC/US Attorney's Office 6.75 08/25/10
4131 Characterisitcs of Armed Gunmen #012 - LECC/US Attorney's Office 6 7/27/11
3763 Civil Rights Update for SC Law Enforcement & Victim Advocates #012 - LECC/US Attorney's Office 6 3/26/10
3882 Environmental Crime Seminar #012 - LECC/US Attorney's Office 6 10/12/10
4220 For the Sake of Our Children - Drug Endangered Children Training #012 - LECC/US Attorney's Office 5.5 12/20/11
3870 Human Trafficking and Law Enforcement Response #012 - LECC/US Attorney's Office 2.75 09/28/10
3903 Interview and Interrogation (RCTA) #012 - LECC/US Attorney's Office 36 11/04/10
3886 Investigating & Prosecuting Hate Crimes #012 - LECC/US Attorney's Office 5.5 10/14/10
3863 LECC Federal Discovery Requirements #012 - LECC/US Attorney's Office 5 09/13/10
3905 Legal Interception of Communications Training, Charlotte,NC #012 - LECC/US Attorney's Office 4 11/04/10
4123 MTC Basic Spanish for Law Enforcement #012 - LECC/US Attorney's Office 18 7/11/11
3904 Prescription Drugs #012 - LECC/US Attorney's Office 8 11/04/10
4122 RCTA Basic Narcotic Investigators Course #012 - LECC/US Attorney's Office 32 7/11/11
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4173 SC Prescription Drug Abuse Summit #012 - LECC/US Attorney's Office 6.75 10/27/11
3864 Street Gang Investigation (RCTA) #012 - LECC/US Attorney's Office 14.75 09/23/10
3363 Survival Spanish for Uniformed Interdiction #012 - LECC/US Attorney's Office 22.5 5/24/10
4182 Civil Rights and Public Corruption Training #014 - FBI 1 11/7/11
3798 Street Survival Seminar #016 - Calibre Press 16 5/12/10
3764 3764A: Introduction to Supervision-CELSD 555 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764B: Understanding the Personality Type - CELSD 517 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764C: Working in an Ethical Manner - CELSD 518 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764D: Getting Things Done Under Pressure - CELSD 580 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764E: Accepting Personal Accountability - CELSD 519 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764F: Understanding Your Communication Skills - CELSD 535 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764G: Essential Communication Skills - CELSD 571 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764H: Conflict Resolution - CELSD 613 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764I: Coaching and Counseling Part I - CELSD 660 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764J: Coaching and Counseling Part II - CELSD 690 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764K: Getting Off on the Right Foot - Hire, Orient & Train - CELSD 691 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764L: Defining Performance Expectations - CELSD 566 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
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3764 3764M: Evaluating Performance - CELSD 567 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764N: Motivating to Excel - CELSD 692 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764O: Managing Teams and Work Groups - CELSD 578 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764P: Setting Goals and Objectives - CELSD 693 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764Q: Planning for Results - CELSD 583 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764R: Analyzing and Solving Problems - CELSD 694 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764S: Making Solid Decisions - CELSD 695 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764T: Leading in a Changing Environment - CELSD 696 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764U: Core Leadership Skills - CELSD 540 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764V: The Challenge of Leadership - Legally Speaking - CELSD 577 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764W: Productive Partnerships - CELSD 697 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764X: Effective Delegation - CELSD 698 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 3764Y: Valuing Diverstiy - CELSD 699 #019 - Midlands Tech 3 3/29/10
3764 Supervisory Certificate Program #019 - Midlands Tech 75 3/29/10
4124 2011 Gang Conference Gang Investigations Training #023 - SCDC 23.5 7/11/11
3255 Using SAVIN to Provide Victim Information &Notification Services #023 - SCDC 3 11/29/11
3255 Using SAVIN to Provide Victim Information and Notificatin Services #023 - SCDC 3 11/30/10
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3885 Domestic Violence Awarness Conference #027 - York Technical College 3 10/14/10
3911 Inside Criminal Minds/The Sexual Offender #027 - York Technical College 6.25 11/15/10
4211 Inside Criminal Minds: Sex Offenders in Our Community #027 - York Technical College 6 12/6/11
4137 Inside Criminal Minds: The Domestic Violence Offender #027 - York Technical College 6 8/11/11
4178 Courtroom Preparation and Procedures #035 - SCLEOA 1.5 10/28/11
4114 Criminal Domestic Violence #035 - SCLEOA 4 6/28/11
4164 CSI-101 Introduction to Crime Scene Investigation and Evidence Collection #035 - SCLEOA 8 10/27/11
4165 Defensive Tactics-Collapsible Baton/OC Spray User Course #035 - SCLEOA 7.5 10/27/11
4184 Detection of Deception and Critical Interviewing and Elicitation of Information #035 - SCLEOA 24 11/8/11
4113 Female Officer Survival Course #035 - SCLEOA 16.25 6/28/11
4167 Firearms - Handgun Skill User Course #035 - SCLEOA 4.25 10/27/11
4169 Firearms-Tactical Mindset #035 - SCLEOA 1.5 10/27/11
4222 Officer Survival Course - Tactical Handcuffing/Vehicle Tactics #035 - SCLEOA 8.25 12/22/11
4166 Patrol Rifle/Carbine User Course #035 - SCLEOA 7.5 10/27/11
4168 Tactical Communication #035 - SCLEOA 1.5 10/27/11
4170 Use of Force and Control Continuum #035 - SCLEOA 1.5 10/27/11
3867 Domestic Violence Homicides #038 - Pee Dee Coaltion Against Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault 3 09/27/10
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2068 Effective Supervisory Training #040 - Appalachian Council of Governments 21 10/04/10
717 03.01.01 - Proactive Management & Sexual Harrassment: Recognition, Intervention & Prevention #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .35 3/3/10
717 03.01.02 - Employee Awareness: Sexual Harrassment #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .32 3/3/10
717 03.01.03 - Understanding Government Liability #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .32 3/3/10
717 03.01.07 - The Hazards of Substance Abuse #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .30 3/3/10
717 03.01.08 - Alcoholism in the Workplace #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .13 3/3/10
717 03.01.09 - Defensive Driving and Road Rage #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .22 3/3/10
717 03.01.10 - Vehicle Backing #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .27 3/3/10
717 03.01.11 - Special Events…Special Liabilities #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .28 3/3/10
717 03.01.14 - Anti-Discrimination Issues Part 1: General Overview - EEOC #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .63 3/3/10
717 03.01.15 - Anti-Discrimination Issues Part 2: ADA & Qualification Standards #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .42 3/3/10
717 03.01.18 - Driven to Distraction DVD #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .27 3/3/10
717 03.01.19 - Recognizing Drug and Alcohol Abuse for Managers DVD #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .33 3/3/10
717 03.01.20 - Graham Research Presents: The 5 Concurrent Themes to Success (1 of 4) #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .25 3/3/10
717 03.01.21 - Graham Research Presents: Why Things Go Right: Why Things Go Wrong   (2 of 4) #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .25 3/3/10
717 03.01.22 - Graham Research Presents: Organizational Risk Management-The 5 Pillars of Success (3 of 4) #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .25 3/3/10
717 03.01.23 - Graham Research Presents: Elimination of Harassment, Bias & Discrimination in the Workplace (4 of 4) #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .25 3/3/10
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717 03.02.01 - Coaching the Emergency Vehicle Operator: Police (Defensive Driving Course) #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .83 3/3/10
717 03.02.02 - Pursuit and Defensive Driving #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .42 3/3/10
717 03.02.03 - Crime Scene Preservation #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .55 3/3/10
717 03.02.04 - The Dynamics of Off-Duty Encounters (Part 1) #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .48 3/3/10
717 03.02.05 - The Dynamics of Off-Duty Encounters (Part 2) #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .58 3/3/10
717 03.02.06 - Positional Asphyxia, Sudden Death & Transporting Suspects #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .48 3/3/10
717 03.02.07 - Straight Baton Techniques #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .52 3/3/10
717 03.02.08 - Use of Force (Part 1) The Keys to Lawful Use #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .48 3/3/10
717 03.02.09 - Street Level Drug Enforcement #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .53 3/3/10
717 03.02.10 - Community Policing I: Responding to Violence in the Workplace #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .58 3/3/10
717 03.02.11 - Making Your Case and Making It Stick (Voluntary Contacts/Terry Stops) #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .47 3/3/10
717 03.02.12 - Traffic Stops: Unknown Risks #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .58 3/3/10
717 03.02.13 - Traffic Stops: High Risk Vehicle Contacts #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .43 3/3/10
717 03.02.14 - Diffusing Aggressive Behavior #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .3 3/3/10
717 03.02.15 - High Risk Stops #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .35 3/3/10
717 03.02.16 - Domestic Disputes: An Analysis of Officers Killed #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .25 3/3/10
717 03.02.17 - Officer Safety #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .3 3/3/10
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717 03.02.18 - Dealing With Diversity #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .2 3/3/10
717 03.02.19 - Officer Stress Management II: Citizen Contacts/Post Pursuit #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .52 3/3/10
717 03.02.20 - Making Your Case & Making It Stick (Detention, Arrest & the Miranda) #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .48 3/3/10
717 03.02.21 - Street Level Fitness #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .48 3/3/10
717 03.02.22 - Responding to Domestic Violence (Part I) #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .57 3/3/10
717 03.02.23 - Law and Liability-1997 Supreme Court Update #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .43 3/3/10
717 03.02.24 - Responding to Domestic Violence: Part II Child Abuse, Death Threats, Stalking and Elderly Abuse #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .53 3/3/10
717 03.02.25 - Line Officer Tractical Shotgun #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .45 3/3/10
717 03.02.26 - Cultural Diversity I: Streel Level Spanish #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .53 3/3/10
717 03.02.27 - Line Officer Survival & Safety: Building Searches, Pat Downs & Frisks, & Equipment #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .48 3/3/10
717 03.02.28 - First Response to Armed and Barricaded Siutations (I) #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .47 3/3/10
717 03.02.29 - First Response to Armed and Barricaded Situations (II) #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .62 3/3/10
717 03.02.31 - Subject Control and Compliance I: Force Continuum and Relative Positioning #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .45 3/3/10
717 03.02.32 - Professional Ethics in Law Enforcement #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .68 3/3/10
717 03.02.33 - Sexual Harassment in Law Enforcement I: The Harasser's Behavior #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .42 3/3/10
717 03.02.34 - Sexual Harassment in Law Enforcement II: Role of Victim & Administration #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .5 3/3/10
717 03.02.35 - Managing Force Escalations #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .6 3/3/10
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717 03.02.36 - Serving Search Warrants #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .43 3/3/10
717 03.02.37 - OC: Counter Assault and Survival Tactics: Fighting Through Pepperspray #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .5 3/3/10
717 03.02.38 - Principles of Officer Safety and Survival #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .5 3/3/10
717 03.02.39 - Control Holds and Takedowns #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .48 3/3/10
717 03.02.40 - Officer-Citizen Contracts Seizures of Persons #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .37 3/3/10
717 03.02.41 - The View in 1998: Court Decisions that Affect Law Enforcement #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .4 3/3/10
717 03.02.42 - Emergency Vehicle Operation #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .48 3/3/10
717 03.02.43 - Handling Prisoners: An Analysis of Officers Killed #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .28 3/3/10
717 03.02.44 - Effective Courtroom Testimony I: Preparing for Court #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .77 3/3/10
717 03.02.45 - Effective Courtroom Testimony II: Principles and Performance #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .98 3/3/10
717 03.02.46 - Subject Control and Compliance II: Ground Control and Defense #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .42 3/3/10
717 03.02.47 - Management of Bloodborne & Airborne Pathogens for Line Officers #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .75 3/3/10
717 03.02.48 - Subject Control & Compliance II: Lateral Vascular Neck Restraint #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .6 3/3/10
717 03.02.49 - Report Writing I: The Basics #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .55 3/3/10
717 03.02.50 - In the Line of Duty: Hit and Run #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .47 3/3/10
717 03.02.55 - Body Armor #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .87 3/3/10
717 03.02.56 - The Right Response #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .57 3/3/10
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717 03.02.58 - Pursuit and Emergency Response #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .27 3/3/10
717 03.02.59 - Anti-Discrimination Issues Part 3: ADA Hiring Issues for LE Agencies #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .63 3/3/10
717 03.02.60 - MMRMA Presents Zapping the Risk in Stun Weapons #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .08 3/3/10
717 03.02.61 - Effective Law Enforcement Communication #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) .33 3/3/10
717 Law Enforcement Best Practices and Emerging Legal Trends #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) 7 10/05/10
4142 Risk Management Considerations in Law Enforcement Operations - Roles and Responsibilities #045 - Municipal Association of SC (MASC) 6.25 8/31/11
3680 Basic Criminal Investigation: New Detective Training #047 - Public Agency Training Council 32.5 12/1/09
3901 Crime Scene I and II #047 - Public Agency Training Council 34 11/01/10
3678 Criminal Drug Interdiction #047 - Public Agency Training Council 19.5 12/1/09
3814 Criminal Investigation of Deadly Force and Officer Involved Shootings #047 - Public Agency Training Council 19 6/8/10
3679 Detecting Deception in Written Statements #047 - Public Agency Training Council 19.0 09/02/11
3941 First Line Supervision: Mastering Leadership Skills #047 - Public Agency Training Council 17.5 12/07/10
4143 Forensic Cell Phone Data Recovery #047 - Public Agency Training Council 17.5 09/02/11
3679 Forensic Cell Phone Data Recovery #047 - Public Agency Training Council 13.5 12/1/09
4145 Forensic Pathology for the Death, Homicide & Criminal Investigator #047 - Public Agency Training Council 13.75 9/8/11
3902 Hiring and Background Investigation #047 - Public Agency Training Council 13.5 11/01/10
4217 Homicide & Forensic Death Investigation Conference #047 - Public Agency Training Council 35 12/19/11
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3900 Homicide & Questioned Death Scene #047 - Public Agency Training Council 16 11/01/10
4144 Homicide & Questioned Death Scene Determination & Reconstruction #047 - Public Agency Training Council 18.25 9/8/11
3952 Hostage Negotiations, Phase I & II #047 - Public Agency Training Council 33 12/31/10
3848 How to Develop, Supervise & Manage FTO Program #047 - Public Agency Training Council 18.5 08/03/10
3942 Internal Affairs, Managing Citizen Complaints & Employee Discipline #047 - Public Agency Training Council 19.5 12/07/10
3799 Kinesic Interview and Interrogation I & II #047 - Public Agency Training Council 35 5/12/10
3868 Law Enforcement Supervision, Management & Leadership Skills for Challenging Times #047 - Public Agency Training Council 19.5 09/27/10
4215 Law Enforcement Supervision, Management and Leadership Skills for Challenging Times #047 - Public Agency Training Council 19.5 12/19/11
3951 Managing the Property and Evidence Room #047 - Public Agency Training Council 15.5 12/31/10
3815 Mastering Leadership Skills for First Line Supervisors #047 - Public Agency Training Council 17.5 6/8/10
4218 Phase I & II Hostage Negotiation & Crisis Intervention #047 - Public Agency Training Council 33 12/19/11
4219 Phase I & II Practical Kinesic Interview & Interrogation Technique #047 - Public Agency Training Council 35.5 12/19/11
2287 Phase I Practical Kinesic Interview and Investigation #047 - Public Agency Training Council 19.5 09/02/11
4216 Use of Force, Deadly Force, and Officer Involved Shootings #047 - Public Agency Training Council 31.5 12/19/11
3880 Crisis Negotiations Training Session #108 - SC Crisis Negotiators Association 18.5 10/08/10
4187 Critical Incident Decision Making for Commangers #113/338 ROCIC 4.5 11/11/11
3874 Online Course Library (Volumes 1-13 & Special Issues) #137 - In the Line of Duty
varies by 
online 09/30/10
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4146 Children's Law Conference #140 - Childrens' Law Office - USC 6.25 9/12/11
4134 Daniel's Law - Safe Haven Act #140 - Childrens' Law Office - USC 1 7/29/11
4198 Disproportionate Minority Contact 2012 Conference #140 - Childrens' Law Office - USC 5.25 11/29/11
4135 Identifying and Reporting Child Abuse and Neglect #140 - Childrens' Law Office - USC 4 7/29/11
4136 Investigation of Physical Abuse #140 - Childrens' Law Office - USC 5.5 7/29/11
3869 2010 Children's Law Conference #140 - Childrens' Law Office - USC 6 09/27/10
3769 7th Annual SC Network of Children's Advocacy Centers Conference #140 - Childrens' Law Office - USC 4.25 3/31/10
3726 Advanced ChildFirst South Carolina #140 - Childrens' Law Office - USC 11.25 3/4/10
3796 Training for LE Officers/Child Abuse Investigators on Interviewing Child Victims #140 - Childrens' Law Office - USC 3.25 4/26/10
3861 Training for LE Officers/Child Abuse Investigators on Interviewing Child Victims #140 - Childrens' Law Office - USC 3.25 09/01/10
3859 Domestic Violence and Coordinated Community Response #148 - SC Attorney General's Office 4.25 08/27/10
4181 Domestic Violence and the Criminal Justice System #148 - SC Attorney General's Office 2 11/7/11
3856 Domestic Violence and the Criminal Justice System #148 - SC Attorney General's Office 6 08/19/10
4139 Faith Leader Training #148 - SC Attorney General's Office 5.75 8/18/11
4199 Introduction to the State Grand Jury #148 - SC Attorney General's Office 4 11/30/11
3841 49th Annual 2010 Training Conference #149 - Palmetto State LE Officer Assoc 14.5 07/07/10
4118 PSLEOA Training Conference #149 - PSLEOA 18.5 7/6/11
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4119 PSLEOA Training Conference - Retirees Course of Fire #149 - PSLEOA 2 7/6/11
4118 Today's Leadership in a Diverse Workforce #149 - PSLEOA 11.5 12/2/11
4161 Legal Protections and Services for Victims of Intimate Partner violence/domestic Abuse #152 - Citizens Opposed to Domestic Abuse (CODA) 2 10/26/11
3768 Scenes Through the Eyes of Victims #152 - Citizens Opposed to Domestic Abuse (CODA) 4 3/31/10
3816 Behavorial Investigation & Identifying Cold Case Motive #157 - SC Division of Intnl Assoc for Identification (SCIAI) 7.5 10/28/10
3765 Bloodstain Pattern Analysis #157 - SC Division of Intnl Assoc for Identification (SCIAI) 8 10/28/10
3765 Bloodstain Pattern Interpretation and Analysis #157 - SC Division of Intnl Assoc for Identification (SCIAI) 7.5 3/29/10
3766 Crime Scene Investigation Techniques - First Responder #157 - SC Division of Intnl Assoc for Identification (SCIAI) 7.5 3/29/10
3899 Crime Scene Photography #157 - SC Division of Intnl Assoc for Identification (SCIAI) 4 10/28/10
3889 Crime Scene Processing #157 - SC Division of Intnl Assoc for Identification (SCIAI) 8 10/28/10
3895 FBI Universal Latent Workstation (ULW) #157 - SC Division of Intnl Assoc for Identification (SCIAI) 16 10/28/10
3897 Forensic Animations and Illustrations #157 - SC Division of Intnl Assoc for Identification (SCIAI) 2 10/28/10
3893 Invidualization Using Fingerprints: Scientifically Reliable, Legally Valid #157 - SC Division of Intnl Assoc for Identification (SCIAI) 2 10/28/10
3891 Latent Investigative Services - FBI #157 - SC Division of Intnl Assoc for Identification (SCIAI) 1 10/28/10
3890 Post Blast - ATF #157 - SC Division of Intnl Assoc for Identification (SCIAI) 12 10/28/10
3898 Post Moretm Intervals #157 - SC Division of Intnl Assoc for Identification (SCIAI) 2 10/28/10
3888 PowerPoint for Public Safety #157 - SC Division of Intnl Assoc for Identification (SCIAI) 4 10/28/10
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3896 Preparing for the IAI Latent Print Certification Exam #157 - SC Division of Intnl Assoc for Identification (SCIAI) 8 10/28/10
3892 The Effects of Oral Chemotherapy Treatment on Friction Skin #157 - SC Division of Intnl Assoc for Identification (SCIAI) 1 10/28/10
3894 Underwater Crime Scene Investigation #157 - SC Division of Intnl Assoc for Identification (SCIAI) 4 10/28/10
3887 2010 K-9 Workshop #158 - North American Police Work Dog Association 56 10/20/10
3873 14th Annual Fire Investigative Approaches #162 - SC International Assoc of Arson Investigators 36.5 09/30/10
3811 Investigation and Presentation from the Lawyers Point of View #162 - SC International Assoc of Arson Investigators 5 6/7/2010
3810 Unusual Fires #162 - SC International Assoc of Arson Investigators 5 6/7/2010
3671 Law Enforcement Diver: Phase I #162 - Wateree Dive Center 40 10/27/11
3672 Law Enforcement Diver: Phase II #162 - Wateree Dive Center 40 10/27/11
3673 Law Enforcement Diver: Phase III #162 - Wateree Dive Center 40 10/27/11
3675 Tactical Diver Course - Closed Circuit #162 - Wateree Dive Center 40 10/27/11
3674 Tactical Diver Course - Open Circuit #162 - Wateree Dive Center 40 10/27/11
4150 2011 South Carolina Solicitors' Assoc. Conference #175 - SC Commission on Prosecution Coordination 16.5 09/27/11
3795 Constitutional Limitations on Law Enforcement Interrogations and Searches: Obtaining and Using Confessions and Seized Evidence #175 - SC Commission on Prosecution Coordination 6 4/26/10
3801 Domestic Violence: From the Scene to the Resolution #175 - SC Commission on Prosecution Coordination 4 5/24/10
3846 Stalking: Investigation, Risk Assessment and Prosecution #175 - SC Commission on Prosecution Coordination 4 08/03/10
3687 The Impaired Driver: NUTS and BOLTS of DUI Prosecution #175 - SC Commission on Prosecution Coordination 11.75 12/30/09
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3847 The Prosecution of Sexual Assault #175 - SC Commission on Prosecution Coordination 6 08/03/10
3844 The SC Preservation of Evidence Act: Duties of & Liability for Evidence Custodians #175 - SC Commission on Prosecution Coordination 2.25 07/21/10
3862 With Great Power Comes Great Responsibility (annual conference) #176 - SC Solicitors' Association 14.5 09/02/10
3907 2010 Drugs of Abuse Seminar  #181 - Carolinas Institute for Community Policing 13.25 11/09/10
3906 2010 Drugs of Abuse Seminar -PreSeminar #181 - Carolinas Institute for Community Policing 3 11/09/10
3806 Communications Training Officer #181 - Carolinas Institute for Community Policing 14 5/24/10
3843 Community Methamphetamine Awareness #181 - Carolinas Institute for Community Policing 7.25 07/20/10
3792 Law Enforcement Suicide Prevention #181 - Carolinas Institute for Community Policing 6.75 4/19/10
3685 Law Enforcement Suicide: Tactics for Prevention and Intervention (Train the Trainer) #181 - Carolinas Institute for Community Policing 8 12/10/09
3850 Mexican Drug Cartels, Highway & Package Interdiction & Commonly Encountered False Compartments #181 - Carolinas Institute for Community Policing 23 08/04/10
3759 Southeastern Crime Stoppers Conference - 2010 #181 - Carolinas Institute for Community Policing 17.5 3/26/10
4177 2011 Drugs Of Abuse Conference #181 - Carolinas Institute for Community Policing 12.75 10/27/11
4176 2011 Drugs of Abuse Conference-Pre Conference #181 - Carolinas Institute for Community Policing 2 10/27/11
4174 Asissting and Serving Immigrant Victims of Crime #181 - Carolinas Institute for Community Policing 2.75 10/27/11
4148 Follow the Money: An Essential Investigative Approach #181 - Carolinas Institute for Community Policing 22.5 9/27/11
4175 Follow the Money: An Essential Investigative Approach #181 - Carolinas Institute for Community Policing 24 10/27/11
4112 Law Enforcement De-Escalation Tactics for Veterans in Crisis #181 - Carolinas Institute for Community Policing 8 6/28/11
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4191 CPI - Cell Phone Interrogation (Cyber-Investigations 205) #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 14.75 11/18/11
4196 FREA-Financial Records Examination Analysis #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 32 11/18/11
4192 GPSI-GPS Interrogation (Cyber-Investigation 210) #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 7.25 11/18/11
4195 ICSIS-Internet Compliant Search&Investigation System #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 6 11/18/11
4194 VIN-VIN Cloning and Motor Vehicle Title Fraud #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 6.5 11/18/11
4193 WNI-Wireless Network Investigation (Cyber-Investigation 220) #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 19.5 11/18/11
1956 Analyst Notebook i2 v.8 #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 26.5 12/01/10
3931 CybeCop 401 LINUX #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 32.5 12/02/10
1949 CyberCop 101 BDRA #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 23 12/01/10
1952 CyberCop 201 IDRA #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 40 12/01/10
3935 CyberCop 305 NTFS #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 32 12/02/10
3934 CyberCop 310 NTOS #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 27 12/02/10
1955 CyberCop 320 INET #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 29 12/01/10
3933 CyberCop 350 BDRA-T3 #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 58 12/02/10
3940 Cyber-Investigation 100-ISEE #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 5.5 12/02/10
1947 Cyber-Investigation 101  -STOP #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 16 12/02/10
3939 Cyber-Investigation 105 BCPI #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 13 12/02/10
LP# LP COURSE NAME SOURCE HOURS APPROVED
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1948 Cyber-Investigation 201 BOTS #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 36 12/02/10
3938 Cyber-Investigation 205 CP-GPSI #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 20.75 12/02/10
3937 Cyber-Investigation 250 ISEE-T3 #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 14 12/02/10
3936 Cyber-Investigation 260 STOP-T3 #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 37.5 12/02/10
3929 DHS Advanced Intelligence Analysis to Prevent Terrorism ACIAPT #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 31.5 12/02/10
3932 DHS Fast Cyberforensic Triage FCT #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 19.5 12/02/10
1960 DHS Foundations of Intelligence Analysis FIAT #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 35 12/01/10
3930 DHS Introduction to Security of Law Enforcement Networks ISLEN #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 24.25 12/02/10
1958 Financial Investigations Practical Skills FIPS #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 30.75 12/01/10
1959 Financial Records Examination and Analysis FREA #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 34 12/01/10
3928 Identity Theft Investigations IDTI #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 15 12/02/10
1961 White Collar Crime and Terrorism WCCAT #188 - National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C) 21 12/01/10
3803 Law Enforcement: Taking Steps to Combat Domestic Violence #192 - My Sister's House, Inc 2.5 5/24/10
3813 Encountering Autism #197  - South Carolina Autism Society 2 6/8/10
2045 Advanced Group Crisis Intervention #203 - SCLEAP 14 11/8/11
3355 Assiting Individuals in Crisis #203 - SCLEAP 13 11/8/11
1529 CISM: Group Crisis Intervention #203 - SCLEAP 14 11/8/11
LP# LP COURSE NAME SOURCE HOURS APPROVED
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3357 Grief Following Trauma #203 - SCLEAP 14 11/8/11
1531 Law Enforcement Perspectives for CISM Enhancement #203 - SCLEAP 14 11/8/11
1532 Pastoral Crisis Intervention #203 - SCLEAP 13 11/8/11
3358 Post Critical Incident Seminar #203 - SCLEAP 21 11/8/11
4186 Post Deployment Seminar (military version of PCIS) #203 - SCLEAP 21 11/8/11
2046 QPR Triage Training #203 - SCLEAP 8 11/8/11
4185 Stress Management for the Trauma Service Provider #203 - SCLEAP 13 11/8/11
3356 Suicide: Prevention, Intervention and Postvention #203 - SCLEAP 14 11/8/11
3354 The Changing Face of Crisis and Disaster Mental Health Intervention #203 - SCLEAP 7 11/8/11
3393 Advanced Internet Search #223 - David Vine Associates LLC 1.5 12/2/11
4202 Cell Phone & Mobile Device Forensic Resources CD-Rom Overview (online) #223 - David Vine Associates LLC 1 12/2/11
4201 Comprehensive time Management Using Google (Online) #223 - David Vine Associates LLC 1.5 12/2/11
4200 Cut Costs, Save Time, Know More and Do More w/ Internet (Online #223 - David Vine Associates LLC 2.5 12/2/11
3394 Free Public Records via Internet #223 - David Vine Associates LLC 1.5 12/2/11
4205 International Information Gathering via Internet (Online) #223 - David Vine Associates LLC 1.5 12/2/11
3395 Internet Information Management #223 - David Vine Associates LLC 1.5 12/2/11
4206 Internet Privacy & Personal Data Removal (Online) #223 - David Vine Associates LLC 1.5 12/2/11
LP# LP COURSE NAME SOURCE HOURS APPROVED
CLEE Listing for Institutional Providers
December 2009 - December 2011
3396 Link Analysis & Data Visualization #223 - David Vine Associates LLC 1.5 12/2/11
4204 OpenOffice/Freeware Orientation #223 - David Vine Associates LLC 1 12/2/11
4203 Social Networking for Professionals (Online) #223 - David Vine Associates LLC 1.5 12/2/11
3875 Crime Scene Technology - Evidence Collection #229 - Sirchie Fingerprint Laboratories 32 09/30/10
4128 Suicide by Cop #230 - SC Dept of Mental Health 4.5 7/20/11
4158 Basic Sign Language for Healthcare … #240 - Spartanburg Regional Healthcare System 15 10/5/11
3871 Basic Sign Language for Healthcare and Emergency Service Personnel #240 - Spartanburg Regional Healthcare System 15 09/28/10
3789 Negotiating a Hostage Situation: Strategies to Use in the Aftermath #247 - State Office of Victim Assistance 5.5 4/6/10
3865 An Open Invitation: Partnering w/ Men to End Domestic Violence #248 - SCCADVASA 16.25 09/27/10
3837 Beyond the Silence: Domestic & Sexual Violence in Underserved Populations #248 - SCCADVASA 6.5 6/28/10
4108 Interpersonal Violence in Later Life #248 - SCCADVASA 6.25 6/24/11
3727 MEG's House Annual Domestic Violence Training #248 - SCCADVASA 4 3/4/10
3881 RealiTEEN: Steps Towards Ending Violence in the Lives or Our Youth #248 - SCCADVASA 5.5 10/11/10
3761 Redefining Batterer Intervention Services #248 - SCCADVASA 7.25 3/26/10
3855 Violence in the Lives of the LGBTQ Community #248 - SCCADVASA 5.25 08/16/10
3728 Working Together: Faith Leaders and Advocates Against DV #248 - SCCADVASA 5 3/9/10
4147 The Keys to Reaching Underserved Communities: Understanding Culture and the Impacts of Oppression #248 - SCCADVASA 6.5 9/21/11
LP# LP COURSE NAME SOURCE HOURS APPROVED
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4129 The Missing Piece: Recognizing Domestic Violence Dynamics #248 - SCCADVASA 6.25 7/25/11
3689 U/W Crime and Forensic Diving Certification Course #255 - SC Public Safety Divers International 31 12/30/09
3760 Victims' Rights Week #262 - SC Victim Assistance Network 13.75 3/26/10
3908 Celebrating 20 Years of Service to South Carolina Crime Victims #269 - SC Law Enforcement Victim Advocate Association 24 11/09/10
4180 Award Winning Victim Services #269 - SC Law Enforcement Victim Advocate Association 21.25 11/06/11
3681 Recognizing and Responding to Excited Delirium #271 - Lorman Business Center, Inc 1.5 12/7/09
3849 Child Abuse Training #274 - Randolph Thomas 10.5 08/04/10
3731 Investigating Abuse of the Elderly & Other Vulnerable Adults #274 - Randolph Thomas 12 3/15/10
3802 Problem Based Learning for Police Instructors #274 - Randolph Thomas 40 5/24/10
4105 Violent Crime Profiling and Threat Assessment #281 - SLED 4 6/22/11
4149 United We Stand - Putting the Pieces Together #288 - SAFE Homes-Rape Crisis Coalition 5.5 09/27/11
4172 United We Stand - Putting the Pieces Together (An Interpersonal Violence Conference) #288 - SAFE Homes-Rape Crisis Coalition 5.5 10/27/11
3854 United We Stand…Putting the Pieces Together (An Interpersonal Violence Conference) #288 - SAFE Homes-Rape Crisis Coalition 5.5 08/16/10
3788 Patrol Rifle Instructor Development Course #303 - S.O.R.D. International, LLC 30 4/5/10
3027 AET: SC Underage Drinking Laws and Alcohol Products #309 - SC Dept of Alcohol & other Drug Abuse Srvcs (DAODAS) 3 12/5/11
3657 Alcohol Enforcement Team Activities Training #309 - SC Dept of Alcohol & other Drug Abuse Srvcs (DAODAS) 4 12/5/11
3658 Alcohol Enforcement Team Training - Mock Party Dispersal #309 - SC Dept of Alcohol & other Drug Abuse Srvcs (DAODAS) 4.5 12/5/11
LP# LP COURSE NAME SOURCE HOURS APPROVED
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3027 AET: SC Underage Drinking Laws and Alcohol Products #309 - SC Dept of Alcohol & other Drug Abuse Srvcs (DAODAS) 3 12/14/09
3876 South Carolina Youth Tobacco Education and Enforcement Training #309 - SC Dept of Alcohol & other Drug Abuse Srvcs (DAODAS) 2.5 10/04/10
3754 A Coordinated Response to Food Emergencies: Practice & Execution v1.1 #315 - LSU-National Center for Biomedical Research&Training 16 3/26/10
3758 Advanced CAMEO Applications for All Hazards v3.1 #315 - LSU-National Center for Biomedical Research&Training 24 3/26/10
3753 Introduction to the CAMEO Suite - Train the Trainer #315 - LSU-National Center for Biomedical Research&Training 27 3/26/10
3749 Law Enforcement Prevention & Deterrence of Terrorist Acts - Indirect Delivery v2.1 #315 - LSU-National Center for Biomedical Research&Training 16 3/26/10
3750 Law Enforcement Prevention & Deterrence of Terrorist Acts - Train the Trainer v2.1 #315 - LSU-National Center for Biomedical Research&Training 16 3/26/10
3748 Law Enforcement Prevention & Deterrence of Terrorist Acts v2.1 #315 - LSU-National Center for Biomedical Research&Training 16 3/26/10
3756 Preparedness & Response to Agriculture Incidents v2.1 #315 - LSU-National Center for Biomedical Research&Training 16 3/26/10
3747 Public Safety WMD Response - Sampling Techniques & Guidelines v3.1 #315 - LSU-National Center for Biomedical Research&Training 24 3/26/10
3746 Tactical Planning for Weapons of Mass Destruction Incidents v2.1 #315 - LSU-National Center for Biomedical Research&Training 24 3/26/10
3744 Transit Terrorist Tools and Tactics v1.2 #315 - LSU-National Center for Biomedical Research&Training 24 3/26/10
3751 Transit-Oriented Screening of Passengers by Observational Techniques v1.1 #315 - LSU-National Center for Biomedical Research&Training 4 3/26/10
3745 Transit-Oriented Screening of Passengers by Observational Techniques, Train the Trainer v1.1 #315 - LSU-National Center for Biomedical Research&Training 8 3/26/10
3752 Transit-Oriented Screening of Passengers by Observational Techniques: Indirect Delivery v1.1 #315 - LSU-National Center for Biomedical Research&Training 4 3/26/10
3755 Weapons of Mass Destruction Advanced Tactical Operations v2.0 #315 - LSU-National Center for Biomedical Research&Training 40 3/26/10
3757 WMD Sampling Techniques and Guidelines Refresher v1.0DR #315 - LSU-National Center for Biomedical Research&Training 16 3/26/10
LP# LP COURSE NAME SOURCE HOURS APPROVED
CLEE Listing for Institutional Providers
December 2009 - December 2011
3805 Introduction to Intelligence Analyst Training Plan #322 - FLETC 36.75 5/24/10
3794 Crime Scene Management - A Systematic Approach #326 - John Williams Consulting, LLC 16 4/19/10
1841 Spanish for Law Enforcement #332 - Spanish on Patrol.com 24 4/19/10
3877 800MHz Interoperability Procedures Class #333 - Motorola Palmetto 800 7 10/04/10
3878 Palmetto 800 Interoperability End User Class #333 - Motorola Palmetto 800 6.5 10/04/10
3948 Nature's View #335 - Nature's View Inc 14.5 12/20/10
4221 GA Coroners Assoc District 2 Annual Symposium #337 - SC Coroners Association 6 12/21/11
3790 Basic Analytical Techniques Training #338 - ROCIC 11.5 4/12/10
1654 Bloodborne Pathogens: E-Med #339 - E-Med Training Services, LLC 2 07/12/10
1655 CPR - Adult w/ AED #339 - E-Med Training Services, LLC 3.25 07/12/10
1656 CPR - Infant and Child #339 - E-Med Training Services, LLC 3 07/12/10
1657 First Aid #339 - E-Med Training Services, LLC 3.5 07/12/10
3684 Achievements in DNA: Focusing on Sexual Assault Victims #343 - SLED 6 12/7/09
3762 Dementia Dialogues #343 - SLED 7.5 3/26/10
3793 Forensic Aspects of Arson Investigation #343 - SLED 16 4/19/10
3244 Gang Recognition and Investigations for Law Enforcement #343 - SLED 8 7/18/11
3729 ICS 300 and 400 #343 - SLED 32 3/10/10
LP# LP COURSE NAME SOURCE HOURS APPROVED
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3949 Unraveling the Mystery of Child Deaths: Focusing on Child Fatality in SC #343 - SLED 7.25 12/20/10
2020 25 Yard Tactical Pistol Course (Auto Pistol) #356 - Second Circuit Solicitor's Office 2 12/20/10
2019 25 Yard Tactical Revolver Course #356 - Second Circuit Solicitor's Office 2 12/20/10
2018 Firearms Advanced Training System (FATS) #356 - Second Circuit Solicitor's Office 2 12/20/10
3797 ALERRT Active Shooter Train the Trainer #365 - Texas State University-ALERRT 40 5/12/10
3033 Level I: Mechanical Advantage Subject Control #368 - Controlled F.O.R.C.E. 16 07/13/10
3034 Level II: Survival FORCE Reactionary Defense #368 - Controlled F.O.R.C.E. 16 07/13/10
4159 Basic Property Technician - online course #371 - Texas Engineering Extension Service - Texas A&M University 16 10/6/11
4155 Inmate Rights and Privileges - online course #371 - Texas Engineering Extension Service - Texas A&M University 16 10/5/11
4154 Interpersonal Communications - online course #371 - Texas Engineering Extension Service - Texas A&M University 16 10/5/11
4156 Suicide Detection and Prevention - online course #371 - Texas Engineering Extension Service - Texas A&M University 16 10/5/11
4157 Use of Force in a Jail Setting - online course #371 - Texas Engineering Extension Service - Texas A&M University 16 10/5/11
3767 First Responders Training: Dealing With Child Maltreatment #372 - The CARE House of the Pee Dee 6.5 3/29/10
3807 Mobile Phone Seizure Certification plus Cellebrite Examination #374 - Insight Computer Forensics 8 5/24/10
3683 Child Abuse for Patrol #376 - Tharpe Consulting 14 12/7/09
3683 Child Abuse for Patrol (2 days) #376 - Tharpe Consulting 14 11/7/11
3145 Child Death Investigation #376 - Tharpe Consulting 27 12/7/09
LP# LP COURSE NAME SOURCE HOURS APPROVED
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3145 Child Death Investigation (4days) #376 - Tharpe Consulting 27 11/7/11
3099 Child Sexual Abuse Investigation #376 - Tharpe Consulting 20 12/7/09
3099 Child Sexual Abuse Investigation(3days) #376 - Tharpe Consulting 20 11/7/11
3682 Stalking and Sexual Assault Investigation (2 day) #376 - Tharpe Consulting 14 12/7/09
3143 Stalking and Sexual Assault Investigation (3 day) #376 - Tharpe Consulting 20 12/7/09
3143 Stalking and Sexual Assault Investigation (3days) #376 - Tharpe Consulting 20 11/7/11
3144 Understanding Child Abuse #376 - Tharpe Consulting 21 12/7/09
3144 Understanding Child Abuse (3days) #376 - Tharpe Consulting 20 11/7/11
3821 Ballistic Breaching Instructor Course #377 - Close Quarters Tactical, LLC 9 6/17/10
3820 Ballistic Breaching Operator Course #377 - Close Quarters Tactical, LLC 4 6/17/10
3823 Combat Pistol Instructor Course #377 - Close Quarters Tactical, LLC 46 6/17/10
3822 Combat Pistol Operator Course #377 - Close Quarters Tactical, LLC 43 6/17/10
3824 Defensive Strategies for Court/Legal Personnel #377 - Close Quarters Tactical, LLC 8 6/17/10
3826 Patrol Rifle & LE Urban Sniper Instructor Course #377 - Close Quarters Tactical, LLC 42 6/17/10
3825 Patrol Rifle & LE Urban Sniper Operator Course #377 - Close Quarters Tactical, LLC 42 6/17/10
3828 Tactical Knife Countermeasures/Combatives Operator #377 - Close Quarters Tactical, LLC 8 6/17/10
3827 Tactical Knife Coutnermeasures/Combatives Instructor #377 - Close Quarters Tactical, LLC 16 6/17/10
LP# LP COURSE NAME SOURCE HOURS APPROVED
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3831 Tactical Pistol Coaching Course #377 - Close Quarters Tactical, LLC 24 6/17/10
3830 Tactical Rifle Coacing Course #377 - Close Quarters Tactical, LLC 24 6/17/10
3829 Tactical Shotgun Coaching Course #377 - Close Quarters Tactical, LLC 8 6/17/10
3833 Tactical Shotgun Less Lethal and Combatives Instructor #377 - Close Quarters Tactical, LLC 44 6/17/10
3832 Tactical Shotgun Less Lethal and Combatives Operator #377 - Close Quarters Tactical, LLC 41 6/17/10
3176 Social Impact of Methamphetamine #388 - Palmetto Training Associates, LLC 3 08/27/10
3177 Social Impact of Methamphetamine #388 - Palmetto Training Associates, LLC 2 08/27/10
3178 Social Impact of Methamphetamine #388 - Palmetto Training Associates, LLC 5 08/27/10
3186 Basic Courtroom Testimony for Law Enforcement Officers #389 - JLG Training Associates Inc 16 08/06/10
3184 Coaching for Career Development #389 - JLG Training Associates Inc 8 08/06/10
3180 Conflict Resolution #389 - JLG Training Associates Inc 4 08/06/10
3182 Effective Speaking for Law Enforcement #389 - JLG Training Associates Inc 16 08/06/10
3851 Patrol and Investigative Report Writing #389 - JLG Training Associates Inc 8 08/06/10
3179 Principles of Police Supervision #389 - JLG Training Associates Inc 8 08/06/10
3183 Small Police Department Operations #389 - JLG Training Associates Inc 8 08/06/10
3181 The Badge, the Power, the Attitude #389 - JLG Training Associates Inc 4 08/06/10
3185 The Evaluation Process #389 - JLG Training Associates Inc 4 08/06/10
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3190 Grant Writing Workshop #392 - Grant Writing USA 10 12/20/10
3866 SC Training Officers Conference 2010 #393 - SC Training Officers Association 17 09/27/10
4151 SCTOA Training Conference #393 - SCTOA 17.0 09/27/11
4109 Advanced Dispatch: Dealing w/ Difficult People #396 - SRR Traffic Safety Consulting/SRR Training 8 6/28/11
4111 Advanced Dispatch: Hostage/Crisis Negotiations for Emergency Communications Officers #396 - SRR Traffic Safety Consulting/SRR Training 16 6/28/11
4110 Advanced Dispatch: Kickin' the Blues: Managing Dispatch Stress #396 - SRR Traffic Safety Consulting/SRR Training 8 6/28/11
3860 Digital Photography for the Crash Investigator #396 - SRR Traffic Safety Consulting/SRR Training 18.75 08/31/10
3834 Gang Intelligence Updates #404 - SC Gang Investigator's Association 2 6/22/10
3730 14th Annual LEO/Forensics Seminar #410 - Southeastern Law Enforcement Training Seminar 26 3/12/10
3364 CSI 101: Fundamentals of Crime Scene Investigation #412 - Kerri McClary Consulting, LLC 14 5/12/10
3914 Dealing With the Media #420 - U, Inc. 0.5 11/29/10
3920 Ethical Behavior for Elected Officials #420 - U, Inc. 0.5 11/29/10
3917 Handling Missing Children Calls for Dispatchers #420 - U, Inc. 0.5 11/29/10
3921 K9 Operations #420 - U, Inc. 0.5 11/29/10
3915 Managing Risk in an Aging Workplace #420 - U, Inc. 0.5 11/29/10
3922 Mass Fatality Incident Response #420 - U, Inc. 0.5 11/29/10
3918 Presenting Effective Testimony in a Courtroom #420 - U, Inc. 0.5 11/29/10
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3923 Press Conference and Briefing Basics #420 - U, Inc. 0.5 11/29/10
3925 Stress Management for Dispatchers #420 - U, Inc. 0.5 11/29/10
3926 Suicide Awareness for Law Enforcement #420 - U, Inc. 0.5 11/29/10
3919 Understanding Bullying in the Workplace #420 - U, Inc. 1 11/29/10
3927 Understanding Domestic Abuse for Volunteers #420 - U, Inc. 1 11/29/10
3916 Understanding Mental Illness for Law Enforcement #420 - U, Inc. 1 11/29/10
3924 Using Oleoresin Capsicum #420 - U, Inc. 0.5 11/29/10
3686 Understanding People to Avoid Negative Emotions, Reactions & Consequences #427 - A.D. Roberts Consulting, Inc. 6 12/14/09
3804 Relevant & Irrelevant Specific Issue Test; Relevant & Irrelevant Screening for LE; Global Test Data Analysis #428 - SC Association of Polygraph Examiners 6 5/24/10
3733 Safety in the American School #430 - Greenville County Schools 45 3/17/10
3732 School and Community Support Services #430 - Greenville County Schools 45 3/15/10
3778 Airport Narcotics Investigations #431 - MCTFT 16 4/5/10
3776 Clandestine Laboratory Recertification (online course) #431 - MCTFT 16 4/5/10
3775 Command and Control Overview (online course) #431 - MCTFT 16 4/5/10
3786 Criminal Street Gangs Overview - Spanish (online course) #431 - MCTFT 16 4/5/10
3787 Criminal Street Gangs Overview (online course) #431 - MCTFT 16 4/5/10
3781 Drug Identification #431 - MCTFT 16 4/5/10
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3779 Ethical Issues and Decisions in Law Enforcement (online course) #431 - MCTFT 16 4/5/10
3780 Explosives, Booby Traps, and Bomb Threat Management (online course) #431 - MCTFT 16 4/5/10
3777 Introduction to Clandestine Laboratory Investigations (online course) #431 - MCTFT 16 4/5/10
3774 Introduction to Conspiracy Investigations (online course) #431 - MCTFT 16 4/5/10
3782 Introduction to Highway and Rural Drug Investigations (online course) #431 - MCTFT 16 4/5/10
3784 Introduction to Interview and Interrogation (online course) #431 - MCTFT 16 4/5/10
3785 Introduction to Money Laundering (online course) #431 - MCTFT 16 4/5/10
3773 Introduction to Patrol Drug Investigations (online course) #431 - MCTFT 16 4/5/10
3783 Overdose America (online course) #431 - MCTFT 16 4/5/10
3772 Police Intelligence (online course) #431 - MCTFT 16 4/5/10
3771 Risk Management and Violence in Undercover Operations (online course) #431 - MCTFT 16 4/5/10
3770 Surveillance Operations Overview (online course) #431 - MCTFT 16 4/5/10
3884 2010 K-9 Seminar - Decoy #432 - Custom Canine Unlimited LLC 40 10/12/10
3883 2010 K-9 Seminar - Handler #432 - Custom Canine Unlimited LLC 40 10/12/10
3791 Drug Detection and Tracking Dog Basic Handler Course #432 - Custom Canine Unlimited LLC 160 4/19/10
4127 Full Service Handler Course #432 - Custom Canine Unlimited, LLC 240 7/19/11
4126 Full Service Training Course #432 - Custom Canine Unlimited, LLC 240 7/13/11
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4171 K-9 Team Certification #432 - Custom Canine Unlimited, LLC 8 10/27/11
3818 Coping With Patients with Mental Illness in the Emergency Department #433 - Pee Dee AHEC 6 6/14/10
4207 Culture, Therapy & Healing:Practicing Cultural Compentence in Calamity #433 - Pee Dee AHEC 3 12/5/11
4212 Elder Abuse #433 - Pee Dee AHEC 4 12/9/11
4213 Financial Exploitation of the Elderly #433 - Pee Dee AHEC 4 12/9/11
3879 First Responders Training: Criminal Domestic Violence #433 - Pee Dee AHEC 7.5 10/05/10
4130 First Responders Training: Dealing W/ Child Maltreatment #433 - Pee Dee AHEC 7 7/25/11
3845 First Responders Training: Dealing With Child Maltreatment #433 - Pee Dee AHEC 6.5 07/28/10
3808 Indentifying and Assisting Victims of Criminal Domestic Violence #433 - Pee Dee AHEC 6.25 6/7/10
4183 Mental Health First Aid #433 - Pee Dee AHEC 12.5 11/8/11
3809 Recognizing and Responding to Abuse of the Vulnerable Adult #433 - Pee Dee AHEC 6 6/7/2010
4120 Spousal Sexual Assault & Marital Rape #433 - Pee Dee AHEC 2 7/6/11
4106 Understanding the Crimes of Stalking and Harassment #433 - Pee Dee AHEC 6.25 6/23/11
4121 VAWA &  Domestic Violence Screening #433 - Pee Dee AHEC 2 7/6/11
3819 VAWA (Violence Against Women's Act) Federal Compliance & Evidence Collection with Anonymous Reporting #433 - Pee Dee AHEC 1 6/14/10
3812 Basic Patrol Rifle #434 - Threat Management Group 9.5 6/7/2010
3817 SCPAC Training #435 - SC Police Accreditation Coalition (SCPAC) 5.5 6/11/10
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3835 A Collaboration of Lee County Agencies Addressing Child Abuse & Neglect #436 - Family Resource Center 6 6/22/10
3836 Georgia Power Emergency Action Plan Training #437 - Southern Company Services 7 6/25/10
3838 Conducting the Complete Traffic Stop #438 - A.C.E. Training Group 32 6/29/10
3839 EVOC-101 Web #439 - Applied Simulation Technologies 2 07/06/10
3842 Mobile Phone Forensics and Data Recovery #440 - Cellular Forensics, LLC 16 07/12/10
3853 Community Connections: One Citizen at a Time #441 - The Parenting Place: Heath's Haven 5.5 08/16/10
3857 Law Enforcement Crisis Management Response, Tactical Firearms (Handgun, Carbine) #442 - Westinghouse Electric Company, Nuclear Fuel 32.5 08/20/10
3947 Patrol Rifle M4/AR-15 #442 - Westinghouse Electric Company, Nuclear Fuel 25 12/08/10
3872 NICB Regional Commercial Container and Cargo Theft Training Seminar #443 - National Insurance Crime Bureau 8 09/29/10
3910 Tactical Entry Sustainment #444 - The Ulysses Group, LLC 18 11/11/10
3909 Tactical Trauma Level I #444 - The Ulysses Group, LLC 13 11/11/10
3913 In Harms Way: Law Enforcement Suicide Prevention #445 - SC Police Benevolence Association 8 11/17/10
3912 Suicide Recognition and Prevention for Law Enforcement #445 - SC Police Benevolence Association 4 11/17/10
3944 Arresting Communication #446 - Lifeline Training 15 12/07/10
3945 Finding the Leader in You #446 - Lifeline Training 14.25 12/07/10
3943 Survival Instinct #446 - Lifeline Training 13 12/07/10
3946 Establishing Medical Proof: Injury Causation in Domestic Violence Homicide Cases #447 - Palmetto Richland Hosp (Regional Forensic Nurse Examiner Prog) 2 12/08/10
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4214 Forensic Interviewing of Child Victims and Witnesses #448 - Forensic Consulting and Training Services 6 12/9/11
4197 Foresnic Anthropology for Law Enforcement Personnel #448 - Forensic Consulting and Training Services 4 11/28/11
4116 Pistol w/Flashlight & Dim Light Shooting Techniques #455 - Trachts Tactical and Hunting 5 6/29/11
4116 Pistol w/Flashlight & Dim Light Shooting Techniques #455 - Trachts Tactical and Hunting 5 6/29/11
4115 Shotgun Training #455 - Trachts Tactical and Hunting 7 6/29/11
4115 Shotgun Training #455 - Trachts Tactical and Hunting 7 6/29/11
4153 Basic Crime Scene Investigations #456 - Global Police Solutions LLC 24.0 09/27/11
4107 Criminal Procedure #456 - Global Police Solutions LLC 24 6/23/11
4133 Development and Management of the Confidential Informant #456 - Global Police Solutions LLC 8 7/28/11
4160 Introduction of Fingerprint Examination #456 - Global Police Solutions LLC 32 10/10/2011
4140 Law Enforcement Response to Survivors of Sexual Assault #457 - Sexual Trauma Serivces of the Midlands 6 9/1/11
4140 Law Enforcement Response to Survivors of Sexual Assault #457 - Sexual Trauma Serivces of the Midlands 6 8/19/11
4104 Executive Protection Agent Training Course #462 - J.A. LaSorsa and Associates 17 6/22/11
4117 Documenting the Use of Force #463 - FORCE Concepts, Inc. 16 7/6/11
4125 Danger on the Road #464 - Southern Chapter of the International Graphoanalysis Society 5 7/11/11
4138 The Ethical Application of the Oath of Office #465 - Richard Mack, Sheriff 3 8/16/11
4141 Reaching Out To Victims of Domestic Violence #466 - Mt. Pleasant PD - Advocate 4.25 8/30/11
LP# LP COURSE NAME SOURCE HOURS APPROVED
CLEE Listing for Institutional Providers
December 2009 - December 2011
4152 Nuts and Bolts of Orders of Protection #467 - South Carolina Legal Services 5.0 09/27/11
4162 Cross Cultural Conference #468 - The Action Council for Cross Cultural and Mental Health 34 10/26/11
4188 Forensic Training #469 - Chesterfield County Coroner's Office 6.75 11/11/11
4163 Foresnics Training #469 - Chesterfield County Coroner's Office 5 10/26/11
4179 Fundamentals of Crime Analysis #470 - International Association of Crime Analysts 36 11/4/11
4189 Instinctive Hand-to-Hand Combat #471 - Blue Line Survival Training 8 11/18/11
4190 Tactical Entry Training Course #471 - Blue Line Survival Training 8 11/18/11
4208 Major Crime Investigations: Success Beyond the Arrest #472 - CommandNet Training Associates, LLC 11.5 12/5/11
4210 Advanced Tactics for Criminal Patrol #473 - Atlanta HIDTA 16 12/19/11
4209 Highway Vehicle Stops and the Drug Trafficker #473 - Atlanta HIDTA 22.5 12/6/11
